
Heaven and earth. Earth and heaven. How far apart they seem! We inhabit these
obviously mortal bodies while living lives clearly mired in the earth’s dirt. As followers
of Jesus Christ, we know his heavenly realm to be real, as real as or more real than the
very earth we inhabit. We also see the beneficent design and extraordinary beauty of
God’s good creation, while sensing his objective truth and aspiring to fulfill his purpose.
We know we are to turn from our blind worldly eye so that our inner spiritual eye can
catch his heavenly vision. We know, too, that God intervenes from heaven in earthly
works, especially when we call his attention to the name and glory of his beloved Son.
Yet as firm as we are in this faith, heaven can still seem so far away, pushed even farther
away by our latest earthly challenge. Shall heaven and earth ever meet?

This question of whether heaven is at most an ideal to
which spiritual people (the atheist would say deluded
and foolish people) might aspire or is instead real is a
serious question. The question divides believers from
non-believers. The question also divides those with
hope from those without hope. But believers, too, can
at times wonder how real heaven is. We may also
imagine that a great divide separates heaven from

earth, leaving heaven so distant and, at least in this life, unattainable. Yet then, the apostle
Paul reminds us that heaven and earth meet in the person and work of our Lord Jesus
Christ. Jesus bridges the great divide, bringing heaven and earth together. “Reconciled” is
the English translation of the word Paul uses in his epistle to the Colossians. Jesus
reconciles all things, specifically including heaven and earth, Paul writes.

What does that reconciliation mean? In Jesus, heaven’s reassuring order, satisfying
hierarchy, ringing purity, and grand relief meets this beautiful, good, but confused,
chaotic, and dangerous earth. We may need to wait for our eternal future in Jesus to get
the full and delicious taste of heaven. We await Jesus’s return for the earth’s glorious
redemption. Yet in the life of Jesus today, we sense his immanent reconciliation of our
present and future homes. All is not pessimistic struggle. All is not waiting for a distant
coming, while now in near despair. Instead, we take full confidence in heaven’s firm
reality, in the miracle life, hope, and love of Christ’s redeeming church. Miracle of
miracles, and hope of hopes: Jesus has brought heaven and earth together.


